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Appendix A Introduction
Accurate and real-time estimation of optical flow (i.e., the pixel-level visual motion vectors on the two-dimensional (2-D) image

plane) is fundamental to a wide scope of computer vision applications such as collision alerting and avoidance [1], action recognition

[2], object tracking [3], security surveillance [4], 3-D reconstruction [5], scene understanding [6], motion magnification [7] and UAV

navigation [8]. In these real-time edge-computing applications, the computationally intensive motion estimation often needs to

be accelerated by low-cost VLSI hardware. The optical flow estimation task generally consists of two stages: 1) pixel-level visual

motion feature extraction, and 2) motion vector inference from these features. Traditionally, pixel-level motion features are manually

designed, and then an iterative feature matching procedure on successive frames is carried out to obtain the motion vectors [9–12],

demanding domain-specific expertise and long executing time. Recently, deep neural networks have achieved unprecedented success

in many computer vision tasks including optical flow estimation. These deep networks automatically learn to extract useful visual

motion features and infer motion vectors between successive frames [13–16]. But they require a huge number of parameters and

thousands of millions of operations. They are suitable for high-performance GPU platforms, but not fit for edge systems with very

limited computing and memory resources.

Recently, an optical flow estimation VLSI hardware system inspired by human visual cortex functions is designed [17]. It uses

only a few spatiotemporal filters to extract biological motion energy features, which are the samples of spatiotemporal frequency

components of the moving video or image sequences [2, 18–20]. Pixel motion vectors are then inferred from the motion energy

components by a simple weighting procedure, without computationally intensive feature matching iterations or deep model evalu-

ations. Indeed, all reported biological hardware chips using the motion energy features are very suitable for real-time optical flow

estimation at the edge [17,21–24].

However, there still exists two severe problems in those biological optical flow estimation hardware systems. First, they could

not properly handle high motion velocities, e.g., the estimation errors become unacceptable once the velocity exceeds 3 pixel/frame

in [21], and the errors rapidly goes high with the velocity approaching 4 pixel/frame in [17]. This is because those works do

not consider the possible temporal frequency aliasing in motion energy features [25, 26], as will be detailed in Appendix B.1.

Second, to meet the real-time constraint, these systems spend a relatively large amount of expensive computing resources for the

weighting-based velocity inference, e.g., the complicated hardware divider in [23] and the multiply-accumulator (MAC) array in [17].

To overcome the above problems, this paper proposes a cost-effective real-time VLSI system for high-accuracy optical flow

estimation using on-chip Random Forests to infer motion vectors from biological motion energy features. Compared to the weighting

methods adopted in previous biological optical flow hardware systems, the Random Forests core is capable of adaptively and

implicitly de-aliasing temporal frequencies to give accurate estimates on high velocities, while consuming much less computational

resources at a much higher processing speed. The optical flow algorithm to be implemented by the proposed hardware system was

simulated by software in our previous work [25]. In this paper, we will briefly review the algorithm, and describe our hardware

architecture and circuit design in details. The key contributions of this paper include:

(1) We investigate how the temporal frequency aliasing happens and drastically increases estimation errors on high motion velocity,

just as happened in previous biologic optical flow systems using motion energy features.

(2) We propose a cost-effective real-time high-accuracy optical flow estimation VLSI system based on the combination of biological

motion energy features [18,19] and the Random Forests model [27]. The system architecture is scalable and configurable for different

algorithm parameters to satisfy different application requirements.

(3) We customize a small yet high-speed Random Forests hardware core with a throughput as high as 5.5M inference/s (one

inference indicates inferring a horizontal or vertical motion vector component from the corresponding motion energy features at

one pixel). It breaks the performance bottleneck of motion vector inference in the hardware pipeline, and allows a much higher

system clock frequency.

(4) We also propose advanced circuit structures for motion energy extracting to match accelerated clock pace and to benefit higher

system-level performance while keeping low resource costs.

This paper proceeds as follows. Appendix B explains the temporal frequency aliasing in motion energy features before reviewing

our optical flow algorithm. Appendix C depicts the proposed optical flow estimation VLSI architecture and circuit designs. An

FPGA prototype of the proposed VLSI system is implemented and evaluated in Appendix D. Finally, Appendix E concludes this

paper.

* Corresponding author (email: zxc@cqu.edu.cn)
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Figure B1 Visual motion estimation based on motion energy features. (a) The relationship among spatial frequency, temporal

frequency and motion velocity. (b) Pixel motion vector estimation in a complicated scenario through multiple spatiotemporal

frequency components.

Appendix B Algorithm model

Appendix B.1 Motion energy and temporal frequency aliasing

Motion energy is a biological feature representing local visual motion information in distributed spatiotemporal frequency com-

ponents. Consider the simple case in Figure B1(a). The horizontal motion velocity vx of the sinewave grating with a non-zero

horizontal spatial frequency fx and a zero vertical spatial frequency fy = 0 in the 2-D image plane invokes a temporal sinewave of

frequency ft = −vxfx, when probed at a pixel location with its small neighborhood. Inversely, we can infer the horizontal velocity

vx from the observed spatiotemporal frequency pair (fx, ft) if fy = 0: vx = −ft/fx, which is defined as characteristic velocity

for (fx, ft). To estimate the 2-D motion vector at a location in a real scene as Figure B1(b), we can adopt a bank of bandpass

filters to sample multiple spatiotemporal frequency components (fx(i), ft(i)) (i = 1, 2, . . . , N , with fy fixed at 0) there, called

motion energy features [18,19].

Conventionally, weighting based methods are used to infer the motion velocity from the motion energy. For instance, in [23] vx
is computed as the weighted average over all the characteristic velocities of sampled spatiotemporal frequencies:

vx =

∑
i
vx(i)ME(fx(i), ft(i))∑
i
ME(fx(i), ft(i))

(B1)

where ME(fx(i), ft(i)) is the i-th sampled motion energy feature of spatiotemporal frequency (fx(i), ft(i)), and acts as the weight

for its characteristic velocity vx(i) = - fx(i) / ft(i). In [17], a set of velocity candidates vx(j) (j = 1, 2, . . . , M) are densely sampled

from a velocity range predefined according to the particular moving scenario. Then, a weighted voting scheme is adopted to infer

the motion velocity as:

vx = vx(j∗), j
∗

= arg max
j

∑
j

∑
i

pijME(fx(i), ft(i)) (B2)

pij = exp(−
(fx(i)vx(j) + ft(i))

2

2 max(ε, f2
x(i)

v2
x(j)

+ f2
t(i)

)
) (B3)

where pij is the vote from the i-th motion energy feature ME(fx(i), ft(i)) to the j-th velocity candidate vx(j) (ε is a small positive

regular term), with the motion energy acting as the weight of the vote. It can be seen from (B3) that the vote pij reaches its peak

at the characteristic velocity of the motion energy, and shrinks down at other velocity candidates. The vertical velocity component

vy can be inferred in a similar way by sampling motion energy features of different (fy , ft) spatiotemporal frequencies (with fx
fixed at 0).

However, those weighting based methods have incurred big estimation errors under high motion velocities, as observed in [17,21].

We attribute the errors to the temporal frequency aliasing in the motion energy. Here we make a qualitative analysis to show how

the frequency aliasing arises as well as how it increases to motion estimation errors. As for digital signals (e.g., the digital image

sequences), the sampled spatial and temporal frequencies of motion energy are constrained to be |fx|, |fy| < 0.5 cycle/pixel and |ft|
< 0.5 cycle/frame, respectively. Suppose a spatial frequency component of fx = 0.15 cycle/pixel (fy = 0) is moving at a horizontal

velocity vx = 4 pixel/frame. According to Figure B1(a), a temporal frequency of ft = -0.15 × 4 = -0.6 cycle/frame is induced,

which is beyond the bound of ±0.5 and inevitably aliases into the temporal frequency of -0.6 + 1 = 0.4 cycle/frame. When the

motion energy feature of the spatiotemporal frequency pair (0.15, 0.4) is observed, there is an ambiguity since we have no prior

knowledge about the true velocity: is it non-aliased and really for (0.15, 0.4), or is it aliased and actually for another frequency pair

(0.15, -0.6)? Previous motion energy based optical flow systems did not consider the possibility of such frequency alias [17,21,23].

They would prefer the motion velocity as around -0.4 / 0.15 = -2.67 rather than -(-0.6) / 0.15 = 4 pixel/frame. This is oppositely

wrong and pulls down the estimated velocity magnitude when combined with other non-aliased frequency components. The higher

the motion velocity, the more aliased components leading to higher errors.

To solve such ambiguity, a statistical learning method is proposed in our previous work [25]. We employ a Random Forests

model [27,28] to infer the motion velocity from motion energy features. The Random Forests is trained on a large datasets of motion

energy vectors extracted from natural image sequences, associated with corresponding known pixel motion velocities ranging from

low to high, such that their motion energy vectors contain various combinations of aliased and non-aliased temporal frequencies. So,

the Random Forests can learn the complicated nonlinear mapping relationship between motion energy vectors to correct velocity
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Figure B2 Overview of the optical flow estimation algorithm using biological motion energy features and Random Forests [25].

values, especially for high velocities with severe temporal frequency aliasing [25]. The Random Forests methods requires no explicit

frequency de-aliasing, and is quite computationally efficient for hardware implementation. Details of the Random Forests inference

will be described later.

Appendix B.2 Algorithm review

Figure B2 gives an overview of the optical flow algorithm [25] using motion energy features and the Random Forests model. This

algorithm consists of the following four steps.

1) 2-D Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) filtering: This step adopts a 2-D DoG filter to process each frame of input image

sequences, mimicking the functions of ganglion cells in human eye retina [29]. The DoG filtering suppresses spatial DC components

and high-frequency noises, both of which are detrimental to reliable motion energy extraction [26]. The 2-D DoG filter is constructed

as the difference of two 2-D spatial Gaussian filters with different cutoff frequencies. For ease of hardware implementation, each

2-D Gaussian filter can be decomposed into a 1-D vertical Gaussian filter and a 1-D horizontal Gaussian filter in cascade, with

simple coefficients so that the multiplication operations required in image filtering can be accomplished by low-cost adders and

bit-shifters. The hardware circuit of the DoG filter will be given in Appendix C.2.

2) 3-D Gabor filtering and motion energy computation: This step mimics the function of the V1 cells in human visual

cortex [29]. It is separated into two channels with banks of 3-D spatiotemporal Gabor filters to extract motion energy features

from the DoG filtered frames. In the horizontal channel, each of its 3-D Gabor filters is tuned to a narrow passband centered

at a particular spatiotemporal frequency pair (fx, ft) (with fy fixed at 0). Likewise, for cost-effective hardware implementation,

each 3-D Gabor filter can be decomposed into a 1-D temporal Gabor filter tuned to ft, a 1-D vertical Gaussian filter (which is

essentially tuned to fy = 0) as used in the DoG filtering, and a horizontal 1-D spatial Gabor filter tuned to fx [17]. To realize

phase-invariant motion energy feature extraction, each spatial or temporal frequency point needs dual 1-D Gabor filters with the

same central frequency but orthogonal (i.e., even or odd) phases [17]:

Gabor
even
T (t; ft) = GaussT (t; ft) cos(2πftt) (B4)

Gabor
odd
T (t; ft) = GaussT (t; ft) sin(2πftt) (B5)

Gabor
even
X (t; fx) = GaussX(x; fx) cos(2πfxx) (B6)

Gabor
odd
X (t; fx) = GaussX(x; fx) sin(2πfxx) (B7)

where GaussT (X) are 1-D temporal (spatial) Gaussian envelops. Motion energy (ME) maps are computed from the Gabor fil-

tered images Iee, Ieo, Ioe, Ioo (the 1st and 2nd subscripts e/o specify the phases of the 1-D temporal and spatial Gabor filters,

respectively):

ME(fx, ft) = (Iee(fx, ft) + Ioo(fx, ft))
2

+ (Ieo(fx, ft)− Ioe(fx, ft))
2

(B8)

Furthermore, we can leverage the symmetry of Gabor filtering to significantly reduce computational overheads and hardware

resources [17]:

ME(fx,−ft) = (Iee(fx, ft)− Ioo(fx, ft))
2

+ (Ieo(fx, ft) + Ioe(fx, ft))
2

(B9)

So, we can drop half of the 1-D temporal Gabor filters and only retain those tuned to non-negative frequencies. At a given pixel

location (x0, y0) and time t0, the data across all motion energy maps are concatenated as a motion energy feature vector, from

which the horizontal velocity component vx at (x0, y0, t0) can be inferred.

In Figure B2, the vertical channel also adopts 3-D Gabor filters tuned to the same set of spatiotemporal frequency pairs (fy , ft)

(with fx fixed at 0) to extract motion energy maps for vertical velocity component inference. Similarly, each 3-D Gabor filter in

the vertical channel can be decomposed into a 1-D temporal Gabor filter tuned to ft, a 1-D horizontal Gaussian filter (i.e., tuned

to fx = 0), and a vertical 1-D spatial Gabor filter tuned to fy [17]. In fact, note that the 1-D temporal Gabor filtered results can

be shared by both horizontal and vertical channels, which further saves processing time and resource costs.

3) Velocity inference by Random Forests: The Random Forests model [27, 28] is an ensemble of decision trees with two types

of nodes, as depicted in Figure B3, where a simplified Decision Tree model with a small depth and only a few nodes is functionally

illustrated. A split node has one left and one right child node, while a leaf node has no child. The split node has two parameters:

a ME vector component index (mn) and a threshold (Sn), and the leaf node stores a velocity parameter (Vn), where n is the
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Figure B3 Velocity inference in one decision tree of the Random Forests.

node index, as labeled in Figure B3. The tree structure and parameters are learned from a large set of motion energy vectors

associated with their known velocity values. Randomness is injected during training so that individual trees have variant structures

and parameters to enhance robustness [28]. For one tree, the motion energy feature vector ME starts at its root (i.e., the topmost

split node), and recursively traverses down to either of its left or right child (i.e., if ME(mn) < (or >) Sn, the ME vector goes to

the left (or right) child node of the split node n), until a leaf node is reached, as along the green arrows in Figure B3. The V of

the reached leaf is outputted as the predicted velocity. The predictions of all trees are averaged as the final inferred velocity. The

Random Forests model is reused across all pixel locations as well as across both horizontal and vertical channels. This is reasonable,

as one motion energy vector extracted in our algorithm generally represents one velocity scalar, regardless of pixel location and

velocity direction [25].

4) Confidence labeling: The velocity inference reliability depends on the total magnitudes of motion energy features. An inferred

velocity component is labeled with a confidence flag, which is set to 1 when its motion energy vector has a L1-norm (i.e., the sum

of absolutes of all vector components) above a threshold THME, and is set to 0 otherwise. The confidence flags are necessary in

many high-level visual tasks [25].

Appendix C VLSI hardware design

Appendix C.1 Overall architecture

The overall hardware architecture of the proposed optical flow estimation VLSI system is illustrated in Figure C1. It mainly consists

of a DoG filter block, a temporal Gabor unit (TGaU) array, a steerable Gaussian unit (stGU) array, a spatial Gabor unit (SGaU)

array, a motion energy compute unit (MEU) array, an L1-norm block, and a Random Forests core containing a Decision Tree unit

(DTU) array with an averaging unit (AU). A memory bank is used to store the most recently LT frames of DoG filtered images for

subsequent temporal Gabor filtering. When a new frame arrives, the DoG filter block carries out the 2-D spatial DoG filtering at

a peak performance of 1 pixel/cycle, with a well optimized circuit-level pipeline as will be illustrated in the next subsection. When

the whole filtered image is stored in the proper DoG buffer slice, the subsequent processing arrays are triggered to extract motion

energy features and infer motion vectors by processing the DoG frames, one-by-one pixel location, in a 5-stage array-level pipeline,

as shown in Figure C2. Each array occupies one pipeline stage, with its processing units running in parallel. The array-level

pipeline has a depth of 21 clock cycles. Unlike in [17], the velocity inference stage in this work is no longer the pipeline bottleneck

in Figure C2, thanks to the usage of the high-performance Random Forests core.

In Figure C1, The arrays of TGaUs, stGUs, SGaUs and MEUs together are responsible for the spatiotemporal Gabor filtering

and motion energy computation. Their units are arranged in NT parallel slices. Each slice corresponds to one temporal frequency

and contains 2 TGaUs, 2 stGUs, NS groups of SGaUs, and NS MEUs. The 2 TGaUs are tuned to a particular temporal frequency

with even and odd phases, respectively. One group of SGaUs is responsible for one spatial frequency and is composed of 2 identical

subsets individually linking to one of the 2 TGaUs through stGUs. One SGaU subset contains 2 SGaUs with even and odd

phases each. The NS groups of SGaUs have totally NS × 2 × 2 = 4NS instances in one slice. These SGaUs are replicated on

the other (NT − 1) slices with TGaUs tuned to other temporal frequencies, thus totally N = NT × NS different spatiotemporal

frequency pairs are sampled. The datapath in the stGU unit can be dynamically steered (i.e., reconfigured) as either a vertical or

a horizontal 1-D Gaussian filter at runtime, so that the same suit of the pipelined arrays can be reused for both horizontal and

vertical velocity component estimations in a time-multiplexing fashion, and the hardware costs are largely reduced. The proposed

hardware architecture is scalable for different application requirements in terms of optical flow accuracy, processing latency and

resource costs, as the parameters LT , NT , NS and the lengths of filters can be configured in compile-time. The circuit design of

those blocks and units in this architecture are described as below.

Appendix C.2 Circuits design

1) The DoG filter circuit: Figure C3(a) shows the 9-stage pipelined DoG filter circuit. It has a snake FIFO buffer to cache the

pixel rows involved in filtering, two 4-stage pipelined 1-D 41-tap Gaussian computational kernels with very low cut-off frequencies

(Figure C3(b)) for vertical and horizontal low-pass image filtering, respectively, as well as two 4-stage pipelined 5-tap Gaussian

computational kernels with relatively much higher cut-off frequencies (Figure C3(c)) for vertical and horizontal filtering, respectively.

They exactly operate in parallel with the 41-tap Gaussian kernels. Since the purpose of DoG filtering is to suppress the DC

components and high-frequency noises as we mentioned earlier, it does not require precise cut-off frequencies. So, we choose the
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Figure C1 The overall optical flow VLSI system architecture.

Figure C2 The timing diagram of the array-level pipeline.

41-tap and 5-tap 1D Gaussian kernel weights as in Figure C3(b) and Figure C3(c) . They are very simple to be realized by cost-

effective adders and bit-shifters rather than expensive hardware multipliers. Otherwise, up to 92 costly multipliers need to be

consumed as the DoG filtering in Figure C3(a) totally have (41×2 + 5×2) = 92 taps.The output difference between the 41-tap and

5-tap horizontal 1-D Gaussian kernels is truncated to a signed 5-bit integer as the DoG pixel result.

2) The array unit circuits: The TGaU circuit is shown in Figure C4(a). It mainly contains a multiply − and − accumulate
(MAC) cell and accomplishes required filtering operations on data from the DoG buffer and corresponding temporal Gabor weight

registers. The aforementioned DoG filter refreshes one buffer slice with the latest DoG filtered frame in a slice-circular-serial way,

i.e., if the previous DoG frame has been stored in Slice i, the current DoG frame should be put into Slice ((i+1) mod LT ). The

Gabor weight registers are also circulated in accordance by one entry at the end of each frame. In this manner, we no longer need

to explicitly shift each stored pixel data across all buffer slices as done in [17], and the memory power consumption is significantly

reduced.

The steerable stGU circuit diagram is shown in Figure C4(b). It is dynamically reconfigurable as either a horizontal or a vertical

1-D 41-tap Gaussian filter (as the ones used in the DoG filter block), via a dual-mode connection switch matrix. The switch matrix

reorders the 1-D Gaussian kernel and other memory/register buffers in the data processing chain. The stGU circuit performs

vertical 1-D Gaussian filtering when the inputs/outputs of the 4 sub-blocks in Figure C4(b) are connected by the red nodes, and

horizontal filtering while those sub-blocks are connected by the blue nodes. This way, the stGU array can be reused during both

horizontal and vertical velocity component estimations. Since data operations on other parallel arrays and the Random Forests core

are irrelevant of velocity directions as we explained earlier, the whole system can be shared by both horizontal and vertical channels

in Figure B2 for motion energy feature extraction and velocity inference in a time-multiplexing fashion, which considerably cuts

down hardware resource costs.

The main part of the SGaU circuit is also a MAC cell as shown in Figure C4(c), with paired input data summed up before

they are multiplied with corresponding 1-D spatial Gabor weights, at a pace one pair per clock cycle via the multiplexers. This

paired summation leverages the symmetry of Gabor filter weights. So, it totally takes (LS - 1) / 2 + 1 clock cycles to complete

the spatial Gabor filtering for one pixel, where LS is the length of the 1-D Gabor filter and must be odd [17]. Each Gabor filter

weight is represented as a signed 8-bit integer. To reduce computational resource expense, the MEU circuit in Figure C4(d) reuses

a MAC [30] to carry out all the square operations of (B8) and (B9). The outputted ME+/− in Figure C4(d) indicates if the motion

energy feature is for positive (+) or negative (-) temporal frequencies as in (B8) or (B9), respectively.

3) The DTU and AU circuits: Figure C5 depicts the DTU and AU circuit diagrams in the Random Forests core. A DTU has very

few and simple logic components (i.e., comparators, multiplexers and some registers), and a moderate amount of memory resources
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure C3 The DoG filter block circuits. (a) The top structure. (b) (c) The pipelined circuits of the 41-tap and 5-tap 1-D

Gaussian kernels, respectively.

which are much cheaper under current nanoscale technologies. No expensive complicated processing circuits like multipliers are

needed. The learned split and leaf node parameters of decision trees are stored on the split and leaf memories, respectively, before

the system starts. The root node parameters must be stored at the address 0 of the split memory. Once an velocity inference is

triggered, the very small logic parts in the DTU iteratively fetches split node parameter entries from the split memory, indexes a

motion energy feature component accordingly, compares it to the threshold parameter, and branches to either left or right child

node address depending on the comparison result, until the branched address points to the leaf memory, where the prediction

parameter V (signed 8 bits including 3-bit fractions) on a leaf node is read out and latched as the velocity value estimated by the

DTU. It consumes only one clock cycle to handle a node entry on our simple DTU circuit. Two additional clock cycles are assigned

for the AU circuit, which is simply a 2-stage adder as in the lower part of Figure C5. Hence, the count of consumed clock cycles for

one velocity inference equals to 2 plus the maximum depth among all decision trees. The AU averages the estimates from all the

Ntree DTUs as the ultimate estimation of the Random Forests core. Our system only permits Ntree, the number of DTUs on the

chip, to be configured as a positive integer power of 2, so that the dividing-by-Ntree operation required in the average processing

can be simply achieved by a bit-shifter.

Appendix D Implementation and comparison

Appendix D.1 FPGA prototype

To validate the function and performance of the proposed optical flow VLSI system architecture, we implemented an FPGA-based

prototype on the Xilinx Zynq-7045 FPGA chip mounted on a ZC706 board linked to a desktop PC via a 1000-Mbps Ethernet, as

shown in Figure D1. For prototype testing, we wrote a software program on the PC to perform offline Random Forests training and

download the learned decision tree node parameters, DoG and spatiotemporal Gabor filter weights, as well as motion frames to the

FPGA prototype through the Ethernet. An on-chip hardware IP core of ARM processor was responsible for the overall control and

configuration of the FPGA prototype. For each frame, the estimated pixel motion vector stream with confidence flags computed by

the prototype were first buffered in an output memory on the FPGA chip, and then sent back to the PC for displaying. Our FPGA

prototype can run at a 100 MHz clock frequency and process 320 × 240 input images at 30 frames per second (fps) in real-time.

The total chip power consumption was 2.93 W (estimated by the Vivado tool).

Algorithm hyperparameters and resource consumptions of our prototype (excluding the ARM core and the output memory)

are listed in Table D1 and Table D2, respectively. Since the proposed VLSI architecture is scalable and configurable, these

hyperparameters and hardware resource costs can be changed to adapt to various application situations regarding system costs,

optical flow accuracy, and processing latency. In this prototype, we consumed only a few computational logics and a moderate

amount of memory resources, and a much higher optical flow accuracy (listed in Table D3) was still achieved on the same synthesized

image sequences tested by our previous hardware design in [17], as will be described soon. Our software simulation showed that

further increasing the number of sampled spatiotemporal frequency pairs, or the number and depth of decision tress, etc. only

marginally improved the accuracy on the benchmark sequences in this work. But the hardware resource costs would almost

quadratically rise. Note that in Table D2, there is no multipliers in the TGaU array. We deduce that the synthesizing tool
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure C4 The array unit circuits for motion energy extraction. (a) The TGaU. (b) The stGU steerable via a switch matrix. (c)

The SGaU. (d) The MEU.

Figure C5 The DTU and AU circuits in the Random Forests core.

optimized the multiplier in the TGaU as to be implemented by more economic bit-shifters and adders, since the two inputs of the

multiplier are in low bit-precisions (i.e., 5-bit DoG pixel and 8-bit filter weight on the prototype). The actual maximum tree depth

of the implemented Random Forests core is only 14. So, it can process one motion energy vector in 16 clock cycles, corresponding

to a high peak throughput of 5.5×106 horizontal or vertical velocity inferences (= 2.75×106 2-D pixel motion vectors) per second.

Appendix D.2 Experimental results

The Matlab Machine Learning Toolbox (version 2017b) was utilized to train the Random Forests model offline on the desktop PC.

We arbitrarily picked up 30 real-world scenario images from the Internet and resized them to a 320 × 240 grayscale format, as

exhibited in Figure D2. These images were used to generate 300, 000 training samples of motion energy feature vectors in the
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Figure D1 The FPGA prototype of our optical flow estimation VLSI architecture.

Table D1 Algorithm hyperparameter values adpoted on the FPGA prototype

Parameter and Value Description

{(fx(y), ft) | fx(y)=0.05,0.1,0.2(cycle/pixel)},ft=0,±0.075,

±0.15,±0.225,±0.3,±0.375,±0.45(cycle/frame)
Sampled spatiotemporal frequency pairs of motion energy

LT =7(frame) Length of 1-D temporal Gabor filters

LS = 41 (pixel) Length of the 1-D spatial Gabor filters

THME = 213 Confidence threshold for motion energy vectors

Ntree = 8 Number of decision trees in the Random Forests core

Nnode = 8 The maximum number of nodes in each tree

Dtree = 15 The maximum allowed tree depth in the Random Forests core

Table D2 FPGA prototype resource consumption

FPGA Resource

(ZC706 Zynq-7045)

Logic resources Memory resources1

Slice reg. Slice LUT as logic DSP/Multiplier Slice LUT as mem. Block RAM

(437200) (218600) (900) (70400) (545)

Input Buffer 36 106 0 0 36

DoG Filter Block 1493 1623 0 2251 0

DoG Buffer 112 406 0 0 105

TGaU Array 227 532 0 0 0

stGU Array 28536 31213 0 36401 0

SGaU Array 203 86 78 0 0

MEU Array 2216 4287 39 0 0

Random Forests Core 267 393 0 0 32

L1-norm Block 361 482 0 0 0

Filter Weights Reg. 1736 3580 0 0 0

Others 43 12 0 0 0

Total 35230(8.1%) 42720(19.5%) 117(17.9%) 38684(54.9%) 173(31.7%)

1 One Slice LUT can be configured as a 16-bit memory, while one Block RAM has a storage capacity of 36k bits.

following steps:

(1) Initialize the count of collected training samples to 0.

(2) Randomly select one of the images in Figure D2 to generate a sequence of LT = 7 frames at a constant 2-D circular transla-

tion velocity vector, of which both horizontal and vertical components are randomly and independently chosen in between ±8.5

pixel/frame under uniform probabilities. The translation motion is circular in that the part shifted out of the image is shifted into

the opposite side during the motion.

(3) Randomly select 10 pixel locations throughout the sequence and compute their motion energy vectors in both horizontal and

vertical channels, and add those with their L1-norms above the threshold THME = 213 in Table D1 to the training set, labeled

with their true velocity component values. Update the count of training samples.

(4) Repeat steps (2) - (3) until the count of collected training samples reaches 300, 000.

We also synthesized our own testing motion sequences on the desktop PC to evaluate the FPGA prototype. Although there are

public visual motion datasets such as Middlebury [31], MPI Sintel [32] and KITTI [33], they are not suitable for the evaluation of

this work. Because the optical flows in those datasets are computed on every two successive frames, while the velocities estimated

by our system is calculated more smoothly by considering the latest LT = 7 frames for temporal frequency sampling via Gabor

filtering. For a fair evaluation,we should use testing sequences with as many as LT = 7 frames in length and keep the motion

constant throughout all frames of one sequence. To this end, we picked out the first frame images of 12 sequences in the Middlebury

dataset [31], resized them to 320 × 240 grayscale format, and generated motion sequences from all of them using different motion

patterns and velocity levels. Besides, in order to verify the estimation performance of our system, we selected 20 real-world urban

images from the Internet and resized them to a 320 × 240 grayscale format, as exhibited in Figure D3. These images used the same

method as applied to the Middlebury images to generate motion sequences from all of them using different motion patterns and

velocity levels. The motion patterns included 1-D horizontal circular translation, 2-D circular translation, in-plane rotation, and
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Figure D2 The real-world scenario images used to generate motion sequences for Random Forests training.

Figure D3 The real-world urban images used to generate motion sequences for validating the generalization ability of the trained

Random Forest.

looming (expansion), at various motion velocity levels as shown in Figure D4(a), wherein the estimated velocity vectors on some of

these synthesized sequences by our prototype is shown. Although all pixel locations were processed, we only showed motion vectors

for every 16th pixel along rows and columns for clarity. The bigger end of the vector represents the start point. The vector color

yellow/red indicates that the estimation on a location is reliable/unreliable. For 1-D horizontal translation patterns, an estimation

was considered reliable if the associated horizontal confidence flag (introduced in Appendix B.2) was 1. For other 2-D motion

patterns, an estimation was considered reliable only when both its horizontal and vertical confidence flags were 1.The estimation

results of synthetic urban sequence as shown in Figure D4(b). We also tested our FPGA prototype on some real-world videos

with 320 × 240 resolution. The estimation results are given in Figure D4(c). The first motion sequence is an indoor walking man

captured by a static camera. Note the velocity changes across different regions of the human body over time. The second row is a

static scene captured by a camera with slow ego-motion. Induced transparent motion of bare branches over the near white snow

and farther house walls along with camera jitters are well estimated. The last row exhibits fast running horses in front of dynamic

background sea waves recorded by a tracking camera. Note the different motion vectors on the bodies and legs of individual horses

in contrast to the homogeneous velocities on the waves.

We also demonstrated the accuracy improvement of the proposed VLSI architecture over our previous work in [17], especially at

high motion velocities. In [17], the LoG filtering followed by a ternarization procedure was used before the spatiotemporal Gabor

filtering, and a weighted voting scheme is adopted to infer the motion velocity from motion energy features. To fully evaluate the

advantages of using the DoG filter and the Random Forests, we compared the estimation errors of different combinations of the LoG

or DoG filter and the weighted voting or Random Forests inference in Figure D5. The combination of DoG and Random Forests

was tested directly on our FPGA prototype, while the other three combinations were emulated in PC software with fixed-point

data format readily for hardware implementation. The velocity candidates for voting were densely sampled as {0.1u (pixel/frame),

u ∈ Z and −80 6 u 6 80}, and the inferred velocity values were determined by (B2) and (B3) [17]. The voting weights were

quantized to a high precision of 16 bits. For combinations adopting the LoG filter, the filtered ternary image pixels were multiplied
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure D4 The motion estimation results on our optical flow FPGA prototype. The bigger ends of the vectors are the start

points. (a) Results on synthetic motion sequences. (b) Results on motion sequences synthesized from more complex urban images.

(c) Results on real-world video sequences.

by a factor of 8, and the motion vector confidence threshold THME was cut down to 210, to obtain a reliability percentage (i.e.,

the percentage of pixel locations with reliable motion estimations among all probed locations) approximately the same as those

adopting the DoG filter. Other parameters and operations of all 4 combinations were identical.

We adopted the standard End-point Error (EE) metric [31] to represent the optical flow accuracy:

EE =
√

(vx − vx,GT )2 + (vy − vy,GT )2 (6a)

where (vx, vy)T is the estimated motion vector on a pixel location while (vx,GT , vy,GT )T is the corresponding ground truth (GT ).

But for the 1-D horizontal translation motion pattern where only the horizontal velocity components were of interests, we modified

the EE as:

EE =| vx − vx,GT | (6b)
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Figure D5 Mean EE comparisons. The proposed system in this work with DoG filter and Random Forests wins the highest

estimation accuracy, especially at high motion velocities..

The mean EEs of the four combinations are depicted in Figure D5. The mean EE for a particular motion case were computed by

averaging the EEs over those pixel locations with confidence flags as 1 in the central 280 × 200 region across all the 12 synthetic

sequences under that motion. We only evaluated in such central image region excluding the 20-pixel wide borders, because the

motion energy features extracted near image borders were likely to be attenuated by the border padding effect during spatial Gabor

filtering, and were thus not representative for real velocities. The estimation reliability percentages in such central image region

under each motion case were largely the same for the four combination and were as high as around 90% - 95%, making a reasonable

mean EE comparison in Figure D5. The comparison results demonstrate that the proposed method in this work with DoG filter and

Random Forests wins the highest estimation accuracy, especially for high motion velocities (e.g., only about 0.5 pixel error under

the ±8 pixel/frame 1-D horizontal translation). The combination in [17] using the LoG filter and the weighted voting inference

suffers unacceptable high errors once the motion velocity exceeds ±2 pixel/frame, due to severe temporal frequency aliasing as

explained in Appendix B.1. Improving that method with either the DoG filter or the Random Forests can significantly reduce

errors. Because the Random Forests can learn from the complicated mapping relationships between various aliased motion energy

features and the true velocities, as mentioned in Appendix B.1. The DoG filter has a much wider passband than the LoG filter,

allowing for more low spatial frequency components less likely to incur temporal frequency aliasing as according to Figure B1(a).
To demonstrate the scalability and configurability of the proposed VLSI system, we added two more sets of different spatiotem-

poral frequency pairs for motion energy extraction.These sets including the baseline one in Table D1 are all listed in Table D4 and

Figure D6, comparing their consumed FPGA resources, processing performance, and optical flow accuracies. Too few spatiotem-

poral frequencies pairs (Set 1) lead to unacceptable accuracy loss, while dense frequency sampling (Set 3) makes no perceptible

accuracy improvement at a huge cost of 30% - 60% extra consumptions of different types of FPGA resources and a 10% performance

degradation from 30 fps at 100 MHz to 27 fps at 90 MHz clock frequency.

Furthermore, we evaluated the impact of parameter Ntree, the number of Decision Trees in the Random Forests, on the hardware

resource, processing frame rate and optical flow accuracy, as illustrate in Table D5 and Figure D7. The fewer decision trees, the lower

optical flow accuracy and less hardware resource consumption. And too many trees over 16 incurs a 10% processing performance

degradation. Therefore, choosing Ntree = 8 is optimal in our work.

We have also evaluated the impact of parameter Nnode on motion estimation accuracy and hardware implementation complexity.

As indicated by Figure D8, fewer tree nodes lead to higher estimation errors. However, reduced nodes make nearly no reduction

in hardware resource consumption, as shown in Table D6. The reason is that the motion energy vector is processed along each

traversed node serially, so all the node can share the same computational and logic resources within one tree. Moreover, when the

number of nodes is not too large (i.e. 6 4096), the minimum amount of the consumed 36kb-capacity Block RAMs is bounded by

the bit-width requirement of the number of parallel trees, irrelevant of the number of nodes in each tree. Hence, further reducing

Nnode would not help save the Block RAMs, even though the storage capacity of each block RAM is not fully utilized.

Appendix D.3 Comparison to other works

Table D3 compares our design to recently published edge-applicable VLSI hardware systems for pixel-level visual motion estimation.

These systems were tested on simple motion patterns [21, 23] or the Middlebury sequences with relatively low motion velocities.

Compared to other hardware systems, especially those based on motion energy features, our proposed hardware architecture can

estimate much more pixel motion vectors under the same real-time constraint. Moreover, our system realizes high estimation

accuracy for high velocities. In Table D3, the mean EEs of our system are 0.5 pixel for horizontal translation at 8 pixel/frame,

0.7 pixel for 3 ◦/frame fast rotation, and 0.8 for the quick looming at a rate of 6 %/frame, respectively. Although other works

only tested their systems on low-velocity motion benchmarks and thus a direct comparison is unavailable, we can deduce from

Figure D5 that the works of [17, 21, 23] would suffer from high errors if they face high-velocity motion scenes, due to their lack of

the temporal frequencies de-aliasing capability. Our system has a slightly lower accuracy for very slow motions. For instance, our

system has a mean EE of 0.52 pixel for the 2%/frame looming in Table D3, while the work of [17] has a slightly lower EE of 0.37

pixel. The reason might be that the Random Forests has an inherent small fluctuation in inference due to its randomness property.

Such fluctuation would dominate the estimation error for very slow motions. As the motion velocity goes high, the proportion
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Table D3 Comparison to prior motion estimation VLSIs

Ref.
Motion

energy based
Frame sequence

EE

(pixel)

Probing

resolution1 Implementation fps

[17] Yes
Synthetic Yosemite H-translating2 @ 4 pix/frame 0.39

160×120 FPGA Zynq-7020 30
Synthetic Yosemite looming @ 2%/frame 0.35

[21] Yes
A spot H-translating @ 4 pix/frame

0.53 40×40
Analog ASICs+

N/A
(clean background) PC software

[23] Yes A square translating at @ 1 pix/frame 0.12 128×128 FPGA Virtex-6 33

[34] No
Middlebury Yosemite 0.41 650 FPGA Virtex-4+

DSP
160

Middlebury RubberWhale 0.36 1, 333

[35] No Middlebury sequences 1.00 640×480 FPGA Virtex-7 39

[44] No Middlebury sequences 0.90 320×240 Digital ASIC 46.1

[45] Yes A fan rotating @ 160 rpm N/A 64×64 Analog ASIC 120

This work Yes

Synthetic sequences Middlebury 0.27

320×240 FPGA Zynq-7045 30

H-translating @ 4 pix/frame Urban 0.18

Synthetic sequences Middlebury 0.49

H-translating @ 8 pix/frame Urban 0.24

Synthetic sequences Middlebury 0.35

rotating @ 1◦/frame Urban 0.24

Synthetic sequences Middlebury 0.71

rotating @ 3◦/frame Urban 0.49

Synthetic sequences Middlebury 0.52

looming @ 2%/frame Urban 0.66

Synthetic sequences Middlebury 0.80

looming @ 6%/frame Urban 0.69

1 The number of actually probed pixel locations on the image plane for motion vector estimation.
2 =horizontally translating.
3 Derived by measuring the curves in Figure 20 of [21] and discretizing the continuous-time system by the standard frame rate of

30 fps.

Table D4 FPGA resource consumption with different sampled spatiotemporal frequency sets

Sampled spatiotemporal

frequency pair group

Logic resources Memory resources Performance

Slice Slice LUT DSP/ Slice LUT Block Maximum Frame

reg. as logic Multipilier as mem. RAM clock freq. rate

fx(y) = 0.1,0.2
24538 26011 54 27468 173 100MHz 30fps

ft = 0,±0.1,±0.2,±0.3,±0.4

fx(y) = 0.05,0.1,0.2

35230 42720 117 38684 173 100MHz 30fpsft = 0,±0.075,±0.15,±0.225,

±0.3,±0.375,±0.45

fx(y) = 0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4

50956 70323 228 55500 173 90MHz 27fpsft = 0,±0.05,±0.1,±0.15,±0.2,

±0.25,±0.3,±0.35,±0.4,±0.45

Table D5 FPGA resource consumption with different Ntree

Ntree

Logic resources Memory resources Performance

Slice Slice LUT DSP/ Slice LUT Block Maximum Frame

reg. as logic Multipilier as mem. RAM clock freq. rate

4 34927 41753 117 38684 154 100MHz 30fps

8 35230 42720 117 38684 173 100MHz 30fps

16 35242 45146 117 38684 205 90MHz 27fps

32 35626 50135 117 38684 269 90MHz 27fps

of such random fluctuation in the estimation quickly shrinks. Indeed, in many computer vision tasks such as Time-to-Collision

warning [1, 25], slow motions are much less critical than fast motions in subsequent high-level information processing. Therefore,

compared to the previous work [17], the slightly higher EE for low velocity is completely acceptable, since accurately estimating
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Table D6 FPGA resource consumption with different Nnode

Nnode

Logic resources Memory resources Performance

Slice Slice LUT DSP/ Slice LUT Block Maximum Frame

reg. as logic Multipilier as mem. RAM clock freq. rate

4096 267 393 0 0 32 100MHz 30fps

3072 263 385 0 0 32 100MHz 30fps

2048 255 376 0 0 32 100MHz 30fps

1024 243 371 0 0 32 100MHz 30fps

Figure D6 The impact of different selections of spatiotemporal frequency pair sets on optical flow accuracy.

Figure D7 The impact of Ntree on optical flow accuracy.

Figure D8 The impact of Nnode (the maximum number of nodes allowed in each Decision Tree) on optical flow accuracy.

high velocities are of much more importance than accurately estimating lower ones.

Our work is the first to introduce a leaning-based Random Forests hardware core to infer the velocity from motion energy

features. Although there are already some hardware Random Forests proposed earlier [36–43], they are not suitable for our motion

estimation system. First, they are all oriented for feature classification, and cannot be used to a infer continuous values such as the

velocity. Secondly, those Random Forests are standalone systems and were optimized in processing speed over the resource cost.

They sacrifice a lot of logic units to persuade an extremely high data throughput. To meet general application requirement, most of

them support complicated tree structures and configurable splitting functions by deploying a large amount of expensive hardware

multipliers. Such computationally intensive paradigm is not plausible for resource-limited edge systems. In contrast, since the

extracted motion energy features are already powerful and robust representations of motion velocities, our Random Forests circuit

in Figure C5 only needs to support the simplest decision tree structure in Figure B3 by consuming extremely few computational

resources with no hardware multiplier. Even with such limited computational resources, our Random Forests core still achieves a

high throughput of 5.5M velocity inferences per second, as mentioned earlier. Although the processing speed of our Random Forests

core is far below that of those standalone general-purpose hardware Random Forests as aforementioned, it is not the performance
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bottleneck stage in the processing pipeline of Figure C2. So, there is no need to further accelerate the processing speed of the

Random Forests core.

Appendix E Conclusion

This work proposes a low-cost real-time VLSI hardware system for optical flow estimation based on biological motion energy

features and Random Forests inference. Compared to previous biological motion estimation systems, our system supports accurate

estimation for much higher motion velocities, as the Random Forests can be trained offline to learn the complicated mapping

relationship between true velocity values and motion energy features with aliased temporal frequency components. We employ

pipeline architecture and parallel processing arrays to improve the hardware system throughput. Circuit optimization techniques

are also proposed to reduce the hardware resource costs. A 100 MHz FPGA prototype of the proposed VLSI system was implemented

on the Xilinx Zynq-7045 FPGA chip. It achieves 30 fps real-time optical flow estimation on the QVGA(320 × 240) image resolution

of motion sequences, while consuming only < 20% logic resources and half of the memory resources on the FPGA. The mean EE

of motion estimation on the FPGA prototype was only 0.5 pixel for 1-D horizontal translation at a high velocity of 8 pixel/frame,

and merely 0.7 and 0.8 pixel for more challenging fast motion patterns of 3 ◦/frame in-plane rotation and 6%/frame looming,

respectively. The experimental results validate the applicability of our design for edge visual processing systems.
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